
BELL SYSTEM PRACTICES 
station Installation 

and Maintenance 

ADDENDUM C30.011 
Issue A, 5-31-54 
N.Y.Tel.Co., MBW 

COLORED S'l�ATION SETS 

1. GENERAL: 

1.01 This addendum.modifies ��supplements Section C30.0ll, 
Issue 6. It is issued t40 provide information concern

ing colored station number Cal'li masks and the installation of 
station number cal'lis on transparent finger-wheels. 

PARr ·6. STATION NlMBER CARDS is replaced by the 
following: 

6. STATION NtMBER CARDS: 

6.01 Pending availability of the new neutral gray station 
number cal'lis . (Form E-4203, E-4204) appropriately colored 

station number card masks and 1standard station number cal'lis 
shall be used with the colored telephone sets listed below. 

App. 
Code Station No. Cal'li 

Apparatus Dash Masks 
Color � Code Color 

Ivory 4 E-2954-4. Ivory 
Old Rose - 16 E-2954-16 Old Rose 
Dark Blue - 18 E-2954-18 Dark Blue 
Gray Green - 19 E-2954-19 Gray Green 
Pekin Red - 20 E-2954-20 Pekin Red 
Old Brass 6 E-2954-6 Yellow 
statuary Bronze - 7 E-2954-7 Blue 
Oxidized Silver - 8 E-2954-5 Gray 
Dark Gold - 12 E-2954-ll Gold 
Ivory - 50 E-2954-4 Ivory 
Green - 51 E-2954-19 Gray Green 
Gray - 52 Not Required 
Red - 53 Not Required 
Brown - 54 E-2954-ll Gold 
Beige - 55 E.,.2954-16 Old Rose 
Yellow - 56 Not Required 
Blue 57 Not Requ1red 
Ivory �two-tone � - 50 A Not Required 
Gre.en two-tone - ·51A Not Required 
Gray (two-tone) - ··52A ·Not Required 
Red (two-tone) - 53A Not Required 
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The following is added: 

S. TRANSPARENT FINGER WHEELS: 

8.01 Install or remove transparent finger wheels, station 
number cards and masks as outlined hereinafter. 

PJ72629 1Finger Wheel (Earlier Standa.rd,) 

8.02 To attach the finger wheel place it over the clamp with 
the threl3'\"legs of the spider clamp seated in the three 

notches of the finger wheel and then rotate the tab on the 
movable finger wheel clainp as indicated in the illustration, 
having first exerted a slight upward pressure on the tab to 
permit rotation. A thin blade screw-driver or any other thin 
bladed tool may be used to operate the clamp. 
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Tab of Finger Wheel Clamp to be forced in direction 
indicated by arrow to remove Finger Wheel and in reverse 

direction to attach Finger Wheel. 

Caution: To prevent the screw-driver from slipping when 
using it to operate the clamp, insert it at right'angles 
so that the edge engages the clamp, sight between the 
finger wheel and number plate to be certain that the screw
driver blade is firmly �ngaged with the clamp and'place the 
thumb of the hand in whil'h the screw-driver is being held 
against the finger wheel �o prevent its rotation. 

8.03 To detach the finger Hheel, move the clamp in a 
counter-clockwise dir!ction. The finger wheel may 

then be lifted off. 

8.o4 To install the regular station number card in the 
under side of the finger wheel, remove the finger wheel 

from the dial as in paragraphs 8.02 and 8.03 and then remove 
the card support from the finger wheel by turning the support 
in a clockwise direction until the three legs of the support 
reach the open slots qf the finger wheel. The support may 
then be lifted out. �eat the window with its slot fitted 
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in the lug molded on the side of the card recess. Assemble 
the regular number card and mask in a similar manner with the 
cutaway portion of the card fitted into the lug and press in 
place. Drop in the number card SUPport with the convex side 
down and turn in a counter-clockwise direction so that the 
legs of the support enter the grooves in the wall of the fin
ger wheel card recess and continue turning until stopped by 
the end of these grooves. 

P344837 Finger Wheel 

8.05 This improved finger wheel replaced the previously 
standard finger wheel (P-372629) and associated piece 

parts. 

8.o6 The finger wheel and associated piece parts are stocked 
in one package for installation purposes and may be 

obtained by ordering (quantity) P-43A2l2 Finger Wheel. The 
following list and associated sketch Fig. 1 will serve to 
identify the various compoaent parts required for maintenance 
replacement. 

8.07 Finger wheel P-344837 is similar in size � shape to 
the finger wheel it replaces except that it is equipped 

with a small hole near the edge of the number card ring and 
centrally located between the ninth and tenth finger holes. 
The finger wheel is not interchangeable with the former model. 

Window P-137593 is retained and used without change. 

Card Support P-479182 is retained and used without change • 

Finger Wheel Clamp P-347999 is a triangular shaped flat'metal 
disc designed so that it may be used to secure the new finger
wheel to the dial shaft. 

Hex Nut P-153996 is the standard nut used to secure finger 
wheels to dial sha:f'ts. 
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Finger Wheel P-344837 
with Number Cord Support 

P-479182 and Window 
P-137593 

@ 
Hex Nut P-153996 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

8.o8 After having removed the existing finger wheel from 
the dial., secure the finger wheel clamp to the dial 

shaf't with the standard hex nut making sure to have the end 
of the spring clip near the numeral 9 on the number plate with 
the dial in normal position. 

8.09 Place the window, mask, nuutber card and number card 
support in the transparent finger wheel in accordance 

with instructions as covered in paragraph 8.o4. 
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8.10 Place the finger wheel over clamp with the "0" hole 
· 

directly over digit "9" mal�ing sure that the three 
finger wheel depressions are pro1�rly seated on the prongs of 
the clamp Fig. 2 - (A). Rotate finger wheel in counter
clockwise direction until clamp npring snaps into· notch on 
underside of finger wheel Fig. 2 - (B). 

8.11 To remove finger wheel rotELte finger wheel in a clock-
wise direction as far as possible. Insert a stiff wire 

such as a paper clip into the s&Ul hole in edge of raised 
center of finger wheel and push clown to disengage the clamp 
spring while continuing to rotat�! finger lfheel in clockwise 
direction. 

P-196524 F+nger Wheel 

8.12 The 6D dial is available to replace the 5J dial present-
ly employed on 302• type c<>lored telephone sets. This 

dial is equipped with a new transparent finger wheel (Pl9B524) 
which is attached and removed in the same manner as the pre
sent standard transparent finger wheel P-344837. This new 
finger wheel has been designed for use with the 5J, 6D and 7C 
dials. 

8.13 The new finger wheel cl.ampi.ng plate (P-13Alo6}, shown 
in the illustration, has be1en designed for use with 

this finger wheel when it is associated with 6- and 7-type 
dials. Two arms have been provided in addition to the three 
engaging the circumferential slo1t;s on the finger wheel to 
limit the amount by which the plate can be pivoted about the 
detent arm. A washer has also been welded to the clamping 
plate to provide the proper thiclmess for clamping and when 
assembled to the dial with the washer facing the dial hub 
properly controls the height of 1;he finger wheel on the dial. 
The clamping plate is assembled 1;o the dial with the detent · 

arm pointi.ng approximately toward zero and is fastened to the 
dial hub using the standard lock washer and nut. 
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Pa.�e 6 
6 Pages 

NEW DESIGN 
CLAMP PLATE 

P-13Al06 

INTERMEDIATE DESIGN 
CLAMP PLATE 

GB-178387 

8.14 The· new P-43A342 finger wheel ass�mbly, consisting of 
the P-19B524 finger wheel a111d P-13Al06 clamping plate, 

will be used on the 6D dial as soon as manufacturing condi
tions permit which is expected t0 occur during the fourth 
quarter of 1954.- In the interim, 6D dials will use the 
P-344837 finger wheel and a temporary clamping plate (GB-178387) 
which has been assigned a finger wheel assembly number 
P-43A352 and which is interchangeable with finger wheel assembly 
P-43A342. The older type plastic finger wheel (P-372629) and 
associated parts cannot be used with the newer transparent 
finger wheels (P-l9B524 and P-344B37) and clamping plates 
(P-13Al06, P-347999 and GB-178387). 
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